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ABSTRACT
The development of natural language (NL) interfaces for databases

has been notably shaped by the rise of Large Language Models

(LLMs), which provide an easy way to automate the translation of

NL queries into structured SQL queries. While LLMs bring valu-

able technical advancements, this paper stresses that achieving

Enterprise-Grade NL2SQL is still far from being resolved, neces-

sitating extensive novel research in various domains. We present

insights from two competing teams dedicated to delivering reli-

able enterprise-grade NL2SQL technology, shedding light on chal-

lenges faced in real-world applications, including handling complex

schemata, dealing with ambiguity in natural language statements,

and incorporating it in our benchmarking methodologies and re-

sponsible AI considerations. While this paper may raise more ques-

tions than it answers, its aim is to act as a catalyst for a fruitful

discussion on the topic. Additionally, it provides a practical pathway

for the community to develop enterprise-grade NL2SQL solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The advent of Large Language Models (LLMs) has profoundly trans-

formed the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP). No task is

likely to have a greater impact on the database community than

advancements in NL2SQL, i.e., the automatic translation of nat-

ural language (NL) to database queries expressed in the popular

declarative language SQL. This has the potential to bring about a

significant transformation in system accessibility, by popularizing

direct DB querying to 10× to 100× more users. As a result, NL2SQL

has been the subject of research for many years [16, 24, 26] but no

approach as of yet has reached a degree of accuracy sufficient to

garner broad commercial success.

The LLM revolution is promising to change all that, and a work-

ing NL2SQL technology has the potential to transform our industry:

how to do this is one of the hottest areas of debate for DB venues

such as CIDR. Countless blog posts and tutorials will have us believ-

ing that NL2SQL is now a solved problem, and that vanilla ChatGPT

can tackle all of our SQL generation needs. We beg to differ, and
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while we agree that LLMs are game-changing, in this paper, we

show that achieving Enterprise-Grade NL2SQL is far from trivial,

and even benchmarking such systems requires novel research.

This paper is unusual as it captures the shared views of two com-

peting teams working on NL2SQL from within a stealth startup and

from Microsoft. Each team is feverishly working to deliver reliable

NL2SQL tech capable of handling a broad set of real-world use cases

(i.e., enterprise-grade). In this process, each team has discovered a

rich set of challenges and the many customer interactions has given

us a unique vantage point on user’s actual expectations for such

technologies. We come together in this writing to provide a more

complete problem statement for Enterprise-Grade NL2SQL. We feel

this writing is timely and a necessary public service announcement

as we have observed many oversimplified takes on the problem in

public forums and private conversations within our community.

One of the main contributions of this paper is a real-world-backed

problem statement for this area of research—some of the overlooked

problems we discuss include complex database schemata, ambiguity

in NL queries, understanding when a database cannot answer a

query, benchmarking limitations, controlling for model biases (e.g.,

gender/racial stereotypes), and dealing with harmful content.

Although this paper provides a comprehensive overview of the

numerous challenges, it also delves into specific areas, conduct-

ing a preliminary investigation that sheds light on potential is-

sues and outlines a trajectory for future research. One of our key

contributions is to focus on understanding when the user intent

is ambiguous and making a case that we should incorporate the

uncertainty introduced by ambiguity into NL2SQL benchmark-

ing. In particular, we show that even basic benchmarking in this

space is unsolved (and likely to require deep novel research beyond

the scope of this paper). The key concern is how to benchmark

in the presence of ambiguity. We propose an initial heuristic ap-

proach to tackling this problem. As a simple example, consider

an NL request for "details of a sale": the statement is inherently

ambiguous and a user might be equally satisfied by answers con-

taining [𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚_𝑖𝑑, 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒] and [𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒], rendering
traditional string-match or execution-match metrics ineffective.

The naïve take of ignoring ambiguous queries is impractical as the

majority of the customers we discussed with intend to use com-

pact and very informal language to interact with our systems—in

fact, correctly supporting ambiguous queries (e.g., using context

or history to disambiguate) would make NL2SQL technology most

useful. We present a pragmatic approach to this problem leveraging

a relaxation of execution-match (which we validate by talking with

potential customers), but also discuss how deeper research work is

needed for a more sound and complete assessment.
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This paper by construction raises more questions than it an-

swers, but also points towards a pragmatic path forward, and is

designed to trigger some (hopefully heated) discussion on what we

must demand from future NL2SQL technology, and what are the

implications if we fail to pick the right measuring stick.

We organize the rest of the paper around four core challenges:

Schema Complexity (§2), Ambiguity and Semantic Mismatch (§3.1),

Benchmarking (§4), and Responsible AI (§5).

2 SCHEMA COMPLEXITY
Real-world databases often have intricate schemata, characterized

by complexity in various dimensions such as large number of tables

and columns and domain-specific terminology. As an example, one

of Microsoft’s internal financial data warehouses consists of 632

tables containing more than 4000 columns and 200 views with more

than 7400 columns. Similarly, another commercial dataset tracking

product usage consists of 2281 tables containing a total of 65000

columns and 1600 views with almost 50000 columns. Both schemata

contain columns with abbreviated names and custom terminology

that only domain experts can understand. These schemata are much

more complex than those included in the standard NL2SQL bench-

marks such as Spider [27], KaggleDBQA [15] and BIRD [17].

NL2SQL solutions face challenges in such environments, particu-

larly when relying on LLMs. These solutions often create a prompt

that includes the natural language query, schema information, and

additional details like sample rows per table or few-shot examples.

This prompt is used to invoke the LLM and produce the SQL query

that corresponds to the NL question. However, as the database

schema expands, such approaches encounter certain limitations.

Firstly, the context window of LLMs is limited, making it difficult

to accommodate the entire database schema within the prompt.

Secondly, recent research [18] indicates that increasing the prompt

size to include more information doesn’t necessarily improve per-

formance; in fact, it can lead to a significant decrease in accuracy

as the input context becomes longer. Thirdly, intriguingly, in our

experiments, we observed that even when the schema can fit in

the prompt, better accuracy can be achieved by selecting only the

relevant tables and columns related to the NL query.

Figure 1 shows our results on the KaggleDBQA benchmarkwhich

consists of 17 tables and 246 columns. This schema is small enough

to fit in the prompt of an LLM like GPT-3.5. To highlight the ef-

fects of schema context, we use a simple prompting strategy that

includes the NL query and the schema, and use GPT-3.5 to generate

the corresponding SQL. Upon analysis, we observed that when

incorporating the full schema in the prompt, the execution match

accuracy reaches 22.7%. However, by manually selecting only the

tables and columns relevant to each query, based on the ground

truth queries from the benchmark, and including only those in

the prompt, the accuracy increases by 7%. On the other hand, se-

lecting the relevant tables and all the associated columns yields a

smaller accuracy increase of (2%). These results demonstrate that

even when the schema can entirely fit in the prompt, selecting

only the pertinent tables and columns can significantly improve

performance. Hence, devising techniques to select relevant parts of

the schema can be advantageous for both small and large schemata.

Figure 1: Execution match accuracy for the KaggleDBQA
dataset using various schema selection techniques.

Figure 1 illustrates the outcomes of two simple schema selection

techniques we evaluated: RAG and LLM-based. The former involves

creating embeddings (using the text-similarity-davinci-001
model) for table and column names and using nearest-neighbor

search with cosine similarity as the distance function to identify

the most similar ones to the NL query. Subsequently, we include

only those in the prompt. The latter approach first utilizes the LLM

to identify the relevant tables and columns to the NL query and

incorporates only those in the prompt sent through a second call

to the LLM. While these techniques show promising results, the

accuracy still falls below the full schema baseline and significantly

below the optimal accuracy.

Future Research Directions. To achieve enterprise-grade NL2-
SQL solutions capable of handling extensive schemata while main-

taining high accuracy, it is crucial to develop techniques that can

identify relevant portions of the schema for a given NL query. Our

preliminary investigation shows that such techniques have the po-

tential to improve performance for small schemata as well. However,

simple RAG and LLM-based solutions for schema selection cannot

yet reach the optimal performance even on the simpler open-source

benchmarks, but as we demonstrated with an oracle approach, do-

ing so could significantly affect the quality of the generated SQL.

Therefore, further research and innovation is well justified to refine

these techniques and achieve their full potential.

3 AMBIGUITY AND SEMANTIC MISMATCH
In this section, we delve into two issues concerning user intent

comprehension and its alignment with the underlying database

in the context of NL2SQL systems. The first problem pertains to

the inherent ambiguity present in natural language and how it

poses challenges for these systems. The second problem involves

semantic mismatch, where the user’s intent cannot be effectively

fulfilled by the provided database.

3.1 Ambiguity
Natural language is inherently ambiguous, making it susceptible to

multiple interpretations. Resolving this ambiguity is a critical task

in natural language processing to ensure accurate communication

between humans and machines. In the context of database query-

ing, the presence of database-related context, including database

schema, values, and annotations, introduces an additional layer of
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complexity. Unfortunately, ambiguity in the context of NL2SQL

has not garnered sufficient attention from the data management

community. However, with the growing prevalence of NL2SQL tech-

nologies, there is a pressing need to delve into the diverse forms

and manifestations of ambiguity and develop suitable techniques

for its detection and resolution, tailored to the specific requirements

of various applications.

We present an initial effort to establish a definition of ambiguity

in the context of NL2SQL. We assume that an NL2SQL solution will

identify when a given NL query cannot be answered by the database

and return an appropriate message (denoted as 𝜙 below)
1
. After

establishing a basic definition, we showcase several instances of am-

biguity encountered during our investigation and offer preliminary

findings on automating the detection of ambiguity.

Definition 1. Consider the universe of non-equivalent2 SQL
queries 𝑄 = {𝑞1, ..., 𝑞𝑁 }, which can be formulated on a given data-
base𝐷 . Let𝜙 indicate the case where the NL query cannot be answered
by 𝐷 . Given an NL query 𝑠 and a deterministic 3NL2SQL mapping
𝑓 : 𝑠 → P(𝑄)⋃𝜙 , where P(𝑄) is the power set, we say that 𝑠 is
ambiguous, if 𝑓 (𝑠) has a cardinality of at least two.

In other words, the definition above captures the intuition that

if two non-equivalent and acceptable SQL queries can answer an

NL query 𝑠 , then 𝑠 is ambiguous.

As part of our exploration, we thoroughly examined the 272 ques-

tions within the KaggleDBQA [15] dataset and sought input from

two users to identify ambiguous questions based on Definition 1.

Considering that individual perceptions of ambiguity in NL queries

may differ, we marked a query as ambiguous if either one of the

annotators marked it as such. Interestingly, we found that the bench-

mark does contain 112 ambiguous questions which correspond to

the 41.1% of the questions in the dataset
4
. We then performed an

analysis of the major types of ambiguity we encountered in the

dataset that are presented below:

• Ambiguous mapping to DB schema. The NL query is precise,

but there is potentially more than one way to map it to the DB

schema. For example, let’s take the query “Where is the most
dangerous area?” The table contains two columns containing

geographical information, Location and LSOA (Lower Layer Super
Output Area), and it is not clear which of the two should be used.

36.6% of ambiguous queries fall in this category.

• Ambiguous mapping to DB values. In this case, the NL query

is precise, but it is unclear how to formulate WHERE statements

in the generated SQL query. For example, consider the query

“How many nuclear power plants are in preparation to be used in
Japan?”. One could expect this query to use a filter on the status
column of the form status LIKE ‘%preparation%’. However,
the value “Under Construction” is also valid and is, in fact, what

1
We discuss this assumption later in this section as we present the problem of semantic

mismatch.

2
Two queries𝑄1 and𝑄2 are equivalent if𝑄1 (𝐷 ) = 𝑄2 (𝐷 ) for all possible database
instances 𝐷 [9].

3
In practice, the mapping is probabilistic as even humans might have different percep-

tions of which SQL query corresponds to a given NL query. We leave the investigation

of this aspect as future work.

4
In the following section, we discuss the problems with existing benchmarks and the

lack of consideration of the existence of ambiguity in the NL statements.

is used in the corresponding filter of the ground truth query.

19.6% of ambiguous queries fall in this category.

• Ambiguous language in the NL query. These are cases where
there is not enough context to determine the intent of the user.

For example, consider the query “Which kind of pesticide is the
easiest to be tested?”. In this case, there could be multiple ways

to determine how easy it is to test a pesticide, e.g., based on its

concentration, number of samples needed to perform the test,

etc. 34.8% of ambiguous queries fall in this category.

As the next step, we conducted an initial investigation to explore

the ability of LLMs to identify ambiguity and the extent to which

their assessments align with human annotators. For this study, we

employed both GPT-3.5 and GPT-4. We designed a prompt that

inquired whether a given NL query is ambiguous in the context

of a specific database, as per Definition 1 mentioned earlier. The

results of our experiments are presented in Figure 2. To measure

agreement, we computed the rate of agreement between human

annotators and also between humans and LLMs. The agreement

rate between two parties, X and Y, is calculated as the percentage

of NL queries on which both X and Y agreed on the label, divided

by the total number of queries.

Notably, even human annotators do not consistently agree on

whether a question is ambiguous with respect to a given database,

and the agreement rate between them is approximately 62%. When

compared to human annotators, GPT-3.5 exhibits a lower agree-

ment rate of only 44%. On the other hand, GPT-4 demonstrates

a significantly higher agreement rate with humans (65%). These

results show that advanced LLMs, such as GPT-4, are potentially

capable of identifying ambiguity to the extent humans can.

While the obtained results show promise, the low rate of agree-

ment between human annotators indicates that the concept of

ambiguity lacks a universally clear definition when it comes to

determining whether an NL query on top of a database is ambigu-

ous or not. This inherent challenge arises from how users express

their intentions in natural language, and it underscores the need

for a more refined definition of ambiguity—one that considers the

likelihood of various interpretations of the NL statement. Due to

the significant disparity among human annotators concerning this

ambiguity definition, it is not meaningful at this stage to compute

the precision and recall of LLMs on this particular task. Further

work is necessary to establish a more precise and agreed-upon

understanding of ambiguity before assessing the performance of

LLMs in handling such scenarios.

Future Research Directions. Our investigation has led to sev-

eral findings: 1) Existing NL2SQL benchmarks do include ambigu-

ous queries but contain a single ground truth SQL query per NL

question—making it challenging to accurately evaluate NL2SQL

solutions using them. We expand on benchmarking in the following

section. 2) The perception of whether an NL query is ambiguous

differs among human annotators which probably denotes that we

need a better definition of ambiguity, potentially embracing its

probabilistic nature and incorporating the likelihood of the various

interpretations for a given query (this will require large scale and

labor-intensive investigations). 3) Advanced LLMs such as GPT-4

exhibit a similar agreement rate to human annotators, which is a

promising (though very initial) result with respect to their capabili-

ties of identifying ambiguity in the context of NL2SQL.
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Figure 2: Agreement rate between human annotators and
LLMs (GPT-3.5 and GPT-4).

These findings present new avenues for research in this field.

Firstly, it becomes evident that Enterprise-Grade NL2SQL systems

must address the challenge of ambiguity. Therefore, it is imperative

to develop appropriate benchmarks and benchmarking method-

ologies that include label, and measure the overall performance

on ambiguous queries to the best extent possible. Secondly, rec-

ognizing the probabilistic nature of ambiguity is essential in our

NL2SQL solutions. To accomplish this, we should fully integrate the

concept of ambiguity into our workflows. This entails developing

techniques to identify ambiguity within a given NL query, gaug-

ing the likelihood of different interpretations, and implementing

mechanisms to seek further clarity. One effective approach is to

engage users through targeted questions that help elicit additional

information and reduce uncertainty. Lastly, exploring the potential

of LLMs to detect ambiguity and provide multiple interpretations

represents a captivating avenue for future research.

3.2 Semantic Mismatch
NL2SQL solutions have primarily been designed under the assump-

tion that the input question can indeed be answered by the underly-

ing database. However, in practice, this may not always be the case.

End-users may not know the semantics of (all or some) columns or

tables. As such they may express intents that cannot be answered by

the underlying database. Such intents can be either completely or

partially mismatched by the database. As an example of the former,

a business user may ask a financial question over an unrelated HR

table. As an example of the latter, consider a table singers(name,
cause_of_death, . . . , year). The semantics of year is the

year the singer released their first album. For the question “How
many singers died due to covid in 2021", an LLM is likely to generate

the query SELECT * FROM singers WHERE cause_of_death LIKE
’%covid%’ and year=2021. While the predicate on cause_of_death

is correct, the predicate on year misses the semantics of the year

column, leading to a wrong response.

As discussed in the definition of ambiguity above, ideally, the

NL2SQL solution should be able to inform users when their question

cannot be answered by the database (i.e., return 𝜙). We performed

an initial investigation to explore whether LLMs can detect when

an NL query cannot be answered by a given database. For our ex-

periment, we used both the KaggleDBQA and Spider benchmarks.

In particular, we attempted to run the NL queries from the Spider

benchmark on top of the crime database of the KaggleDBQA bench-

mark. We asked the LLM to generate an appropriate SQL query

for a given NL question or to return 𝜙 if the question cannot be

answered by the database. We additionally included two examples

in the prompt to teach the model when to return the 𝜙 value: 1) a

Spider question asked on the KaggleDBQA database returning the

𝜙 value, and 2) a KaggleDBQA question asked on the correspond-

ing KaggleDBQA database returning the correct SQL query. We

experimented with two models (GPT-3.5 and GPT-4).

The ideal outcome in our setup would be to receive a 𝜙 response

for all the NL queries in the Spider benchmark. The GPT-3.5 model

correctly identified that a question cannot be answered by the

database for only 60% of the questions. For the remaining 40% of the

questions, GPT-3.5 generated a SQL query that typically included

a part of the KaggleDBQA schema but also hallucinated table and

column names that do not appear at the schema at all. GPT-4, on the

other hand, correctly detected that the database cannot answer any

of the Spider questions. These results demonstrate that advanced

LLMs are quite capable of identifying semantic mismatch.

Future Research Directions. Detecting semantic mismatch

is important when deploying NL2SQL solutions. Our experiments

with GPT-4 are quite promising. However, it is worth noting that

GPT-4 is a very large model with a much higher cost than models

such as GPT-3.5 (GPT-4 is about 30𝑋 more expensive than GPT-3.5

per 1K tokens [1] at the time of this writing) and significantly higher

latency, which makes it more challenging to deploy in production.

Devising techniques to identify semantic mismatch with smaller

and cheaper models is an important direction for future work.

4 BENCHMARKING
As the demand for seamless interaction between natural language

and databases grows, benchmarking becomes essential to assess the

performance and capabilities of NL2SQL systems. Multiple bench-

marks have been proposed for evaluating NL2SQL approaches such

as Spider [27], KaggleDBQA [15], and BIRD [17]. These bench-

marks have been instrumental in pushing the boundaries of the

field. However, real workloads have aspects that do not manifest

in these benchmarks and the associated evaluation methodology.

For example, as we demonstrated in §3.1, 41% of the queries in

the KaggleDBQA benchmark were characterized as ambiguous by

human annotators. Nevertheless, this benchmark only provides a

single ground truth query associated with each NL query, over-

looking the possibility of multiple interpretations. Moreover, the

evaluation criteria are often overly conservative, deeming a failure

even if a produced SQL query correctly corresponds to another

likely interpretation. In this section, we highlight the need for more

comprehensive benchmarks and evaluation metrics that can better

accommodate the inherent complexities and uncertainties present

in real-world NL2SQL scenarios.

For our purposes, an NL2SQL benchmark consists of a set of

NL queries and their associated ground truth SQL queries on top

of a database. The database schema and data are available. The

benchmark is executed through a benchmarking framework that

evaluates a givenNL2SQL approach by iterating over the NL queries,

generating a corresponding SQL query, and then comparing it to

the ground truth query. The outcome of the benchmarking run is
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an accuracy score that quantifies the number of generated queries

that match the ground truth queries. The purpose of a benchmark is

to establish an easy-to-test against the environment, that faithfully

simulates real-world user experience, associating a higher score to

a better user experience. Common metrics to evaluate whether two

queries match are the exact string match and execution match [17]

metrics. The former simply compares whether the two queries have

the same string representation. The latter requires executing the

queries on the input dataset and confirming that their results are

the same. Both types of metrics are problematic: exact match is

typically overly conservative as it does not account for semantically

equivalent but syntactically different queries. Execution match also

has limitations as it does not account for cases where multiple an-

swers/interpretations could be correct. As an example consider the

query "Find the semester when both Master students and Bachelor stu-
dents got enrolled in." from the Spider benchmark. The correspond-

ing ground truth query returns the semester_ID column. Now

imagine an NL2SQL solution returning both the semester_name
and semester_ID columns. The user would likely be satisfied with

this answer, but the existing evaluation metrics (through exact and

execution match) would mark this case as a failure.

The problem with the above benchmarking approach is that it fo-

cuses solely on correctness rather than the notion of usefulness of the
generated SQL query. A benchmark is only valuable if it correctly

models the reality, in this case, the likely degree of satisfaction of

a user leveraging an NL2SQL technology. As such, we propose a

shift towards intent-based benchmarking frameworks and argue

that this is necessary. Intent-based benchmarking is characterized

by evaluation centered around determining whether the generated

SQL query effectively satisfies the original user’s intent. By focus-

ing on the alignment with the user’s intention, such a framework

would offer a more comprehensive and meaningful assessment of

NL2SQL systems, ensuring that the generated queries not only ex-

hibit correctness but also meet the underlying purpose of the user’s

natural language query.

While desirable in principle, grasping the user’s intent presents

a challenge due to the inherent ambiguity of natural language as

discussed in §3.1 and the limited visibility into the user’s domain ex-

pertise. Nevertheless, by making some reasonable assumptions, we

can lay the foundation for developing an intent-based benchmark-

ing approach. As a first step, we propose a newmetric for evaluating

whether a generated SQL query “matches” a ground truth query

in a benchmark that we call intent-based execution match. This
metric considers both the database schema and the results of the

query execution of the generated query (𝑞) and the ground truth

query (𝑞) to determine whether there is a match. The idea behind

the new metric is simple: We compare the execution results of the

two queries and apply a set of rules based on the schema structure

to determine whether certain deviations should be allowed. The

relaxation rules are designed such that the responses, though devi-

ating from the original ground truth still satisfy the likely intent

of a rational user. These rules have been devised as a pragmatic

stop-gap and are based on extensive discussion across our (as you

recall from the introduction) competing teams, and validated in

several customer conversations. As such they represent a valid and

pragmatic attempt to establish intent-based benchmarking mecha-

nisms. More formal work in this space is ongoing, and will likely

require input from our community.

In general, any generated query 𝑞 that is semantically equiva-

lent [9] to the ground truth query𝑞 provided in the benchmarkmust

be considered correct.
5
We now propose the following relaxation to

the criteria for semantic equivalence between the generated query

𝑞 and the ground truth query 𝑞.

(1) We allow different row ordering in the results of 𝑞 and 𝑞

unless the user specifically asked for a particular ordering.

(2) We allow the (unordered) set of columns in 𝑞, 𝑐 (𝑞), to be

a superset of the set of columns in 𝑞, 𝑐 (𝑞). For example,

if 𝑐 (𝑞) contains the employee_name and employee_salary
columns and 𝑐 (𝑞) contains only the employee_name column

then this is still considered a match.

(3) Furthermore, in the case where no columns are explicitly

mentioned in the NL query, we also consider candidate keys

in 𝑐 (𝑞) to match other candidate keys in 𝑐 (𝑞). For example,

let’s take again a look at the query “Find the semester when
both Master students and Bachelor students got enrolled in”
that we discussed above. Although the NL query is precise,

there could be multiple mappings to the DB schema (see

ambiguity categories in §3.1). Using this relaxation based

on candidate keys, any interpretation resulting in a SQL

query returning semester ID, semester name or both would

be marked as correct as both columns are candidate keys in

the semester table.

4.1 Archerfish Benchmarking Framework
As a first step to address the above challenges, we are introducing

a novel open-source NL2SQL benchmarking framework named

Archerfish [3]. The primary objective of this framework is to en-

able the assessment of various NL2SQL systems and methodologies

across a multitude of datasets, facilitating their comparison through

a range of evaluation metrics. Our aspiration is to actively involve

the wider database community in further developing this frame-

work, transforming it into a robust tool for NL2SQL benchmarking

and evaluation.

An Archerfish benchmark consists of a set of (NL question and

SQL ground truth) pairs over a database. The framework is com-

prised of the following key components:

• Driver: Interfaces with the underlying NL2SQL system and

orchestrates the overall execution process.

• Analyzer: Implements various evaluation metrics including

exact match, execution match, and the intent-based execu-

tion match introduced in this paper. The analyzer evaluates

whether the generated querymatches the ground truth query

using the metric defined by the user.

• Database, Question Bank & Ground Truth Specs: Speci-
fication files to describe a given benchmark.

5
Similar to existing work, we use the execution match metric as a proxy to semantic

equivalence. This metric is not ideal as it will accept a query as “matching” when it

returns the same result with the ground truth query on the given DB instance. However,
the generated query might not be semantically equivalent to (any of) ground truth(s)

in the general sense. Thus, techniques such as [29] should be used instead when they

are robust enough to capture the full SQL grammar.
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Figure 3: NL2SQL accuracy on the Spider dataset using vari-
ous evaluation metrics

• Generator: An optional tool that facilitates the generation

of benchmarks directly from a given database.

• Results View: An HTML page visualizing the results of the

benchmark run.

To demonstrate the practicality of Archerfish, we ran the Spi-

der benchmark and collected various metrics: the original exact

and execution match and the more relaxed intent-based execution

match. The results on three Spider databases are reported in Figure

3. The test was performed with a simple prompt that includes the

database schema and NL question, against GPT-4 [8]. As expected,

the intent-based metric is less strict than both the exact match and

the execution metric allowing to account for correctness in the pres-

ence of ambiguity. As an illustration, consider the question, "Which
airline has the highest number of flights?" The ground truth query

yields a result with only one column, which is the airline name. On

the other hand, the query generated by the LLM, not only returns

the airline name but also includes the total number of flights for

that airline. According to the original execution match metric, this

would be considered a failure because it introduces an additional

column. However, from a user’s perspective, the resulting query

and table still correctly answer the question while offering extra

(potentially valuable) information. In this case, the intent-based

metric classifies this example as a success.

Our framework is extensible in multiple dimensions. First, it

allows users to incorporate new benchmarks and test cases. This

makes it easy to create customized workloads to test specific do-

mains. It is also possible to include proprietary datasets to extend

the testing to areas where privacy is a concern. The framework can

also be used in conjunction with other works such as QATCH [22]

to automatically generate benchmarks from existing databases.

Second, Archerfish allows incorporating additional database man-

agement systems and SQL dialects with PostgreSQL as the default.

Third, the framework allows to add new evaluation metrics to mea-

sure performance in various dimensions (e.g., accuracy or response

time). Finally, users can also provide additional context that can be

leveraged in prompts (e.g., business terminology or data catalogs).

FutureResearchDirections. Intent-basedNL2SQL benchmark-

ing presents a promising avenue for future research. Our proposed

novel metric attempts to relax the assumptions made by previous

metrics concerning what constitutes a successful NL2SQL mapping.

However, even this metric falls short of capturing the full spectrum

of acceptable queries from the user’s perspective. Consequently,

there remains an open question regarding how to adapt our bench-

marking methodology to encompass this spectrum effectively.

Furthermore, modeling ambiguity in the benchmarks, not only

by providing annotations on the ambiguity of NL queries but also

by the benchmarking methodology itself, is crucial. Benchmarking

frameworks should incorporate components that evaluate whether

an NL query is ambiguous, potentially generating multiple interpre-

tations and their associated SQL queries for comparison with the

ground truth. Introducing multiple interpretations necessitates the

development of novel metrics to assess how well the system ranks

these interpretations in terms of their likelihood of representing

the user’s intent. Similar ideas have been discussed in the context

of information retrieval and web search [20], and we believe that

prior work in this space can be adapted in our context as well.

5 RESPONSIBLE AI
The inherent ambiguity of natural language, the probabilistic nature

of LLMs, and potential ill-intentions from individuals have led to

an increasing number of concerns related to Responsible AI for

NL2SQL solutions. In this section, we shed light on the concerns we

have encountered and outline corresponding research directions.

Harmful Content. The presence of ill-intended users introduc-

ing harmful content is a concerning issue, and LLMs have been

known to generate completions containing such content [13, 21, 30].

Detecting and blocking such harmful content is crucial in LLM expe-

riences like Microsoft Copilot [5], and the same applies to NL2SQL

systems. However, in the context of NL2SQL, databases themselves

may contain sensitive or harmful content. Consider a police depart-

ment maintaining a database of criminals, where an officer needs

to search for crimes with a specific pattern. The input questions

and completions may naturally contain harmful content in this sce-

nario. Nevertheless, such content should be allowed, and so would

its querying due to the nature of the database.

To address this challenge, we believe that enabling NL2SQL

solutions to decide whether to block or allow harmful content con-

ditioned on database semantics presents an interesting research

direction. Finding ways to distinguish between harmful content

that genuinely aligns with the purpose of the database and harm-

ful content introduced with malicious intent will be critical for

responsible and effective NL2SQL solutions.

In particular, we believe it is worth exploring whether casting

the harmful content detection problem as a Semantic Mismatch one

(§3.2) can be beneficial. This is because questions containing or ask-

ing to generate harmful content irrelevant (relevant) to the database

can be treated as a semantic mismatch (match) between the question

and the database. In this direction, we run our semantic mismatch

prompt-based techniques on several Microsoft-internal harmful

content detection benchmarks and summarize our major findings.

Our preliminary results indicate that the accuracy of detecting

harmful content improves substantially over common baselines

(i.e., 10%-60% improvements over using ML models designed to

detect harmful content such as Azure AI Content Safety [2] and
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adding instructions in the prompt to detect harmful content). Inter-

estingly, combining all techniques (i.e., using ML models, prompt

instructions for detecting harmful content, and semantic mismatch),

we managed to reach a near-perfect accuracy in detecting harmful

content (i.e., 99.6% average accuracy across benchmarks where the

database does not contain harmful content and the questions either

ask to generate or contain harmful content).

Bias. Recently, Liu et al. [19] demonstrated that LLMs can produce

socially biased SQL queries when databases contain user demo-

graphics. Bias in SQL queries can manifest in both direct and in-

direct forms. For example, a question such as "Who should I avoid
giving a loan to?" could lead to the generation of biased queries

like SELECT * FROM Customers WHERE ethnicity=X (direct bias)
or SELECT * FROM Customers WHERE location=Y (indirect bias;

leaning on the correlation of location with specific demographics).

The good news is that bias detection, explanation, and removal

have been active topics of research in the database domain [11,

23, 25]. Extending on this line of research, targeting and optimiz-

ing corresponding techniques for the interactive NL2SQL scenario

represent interesting research directions to ensure that NL2SQL so-

lutions can effectively detect, explain, and mitigate biases—thereby

promoting responsible and fair use of these systems.

Central to many bias detection techniques is the knowledge of

which columns contain demographic information. For instance,

knowing that a column contains race information can guide the

bias detection algorithm when analyzing which columns the query

is filtering on (e.g., race=’X’ means that the query focuses on a

specific subset of the population represented by the underlying

table). Typically, this information is considered as input to bias

detection algorithms. In practice, however, this information is not

present in the database schema. We thus believe that automatically

identifying which columns contain demographics is an important

building step toward addressing bias detection effectively.

As a first step in this direction, we explored whether using LLMs

for detecting columns with demographics can be promising. We use

the schema from the BiaSpider benchmark [19], which is built on

top of the Spider benchmark. In this benchmark, tables related to

humans have been extended with more columns containing demo-

graphics. Such columns with demographics include race, disability,

ethnicity, gender, religion, age, and sexuality. We then asked the

LLM to identify which columns contain demographics using this

benchmark as a gold standard. A naïve approach (zero-shot prompt)

yielded only ~5% accuracy. By incorporating best prompt engineer-

ing strategies (e.g., static few-shot prompting), we managed to

achieve the results shown in Figure 4.

BiaSpider contains three versions for the human-related Spider

tables: v1, v2, and v3. The versions correspond to different numbers

of demographic columns that were added to the human-related

tables. v1 adds 3 demographic columns per human-related table, v2

adds 5, and v3 adds 7. These preliminary results of Figure 4 indicate

that LLMs can infer semantic information (in this case, columns

containing demographics) with high recall and decent precision.

As such, we believe that using LLMs for automatic detection of

semantics suitable for bias detection is an interesting research di-

rection. But, more broadly, using LLMs to extract semantics from

structured data is an important research topic to focus on.

Figure 4: Performance of GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 on detecting
columns with demographics.

Language support. NL2SQL solutions take as input a question

in some language and output SQL queries in a target SQL dialect.

LLMs, however, are known to be low-resource in languages other

than English for several tasks [10, 12, 14, 28]. Our findings on

the NL2SQL task are similar. We translated NL questions in the

KaggleDBQA benchmark using Azure AI Translator [4] in Chi-

nese, Hindi, German, French, and Greek. We observed that NL2SQL

performance (i.e., top-1 execution match) drops on the translated

questions by 3.5%-15%, depending on the language.

In addition, our experiments suggest that LLMs may generate

queries in a SQL dialect (e.g., SQLite-compatible) other than the

target one (e.g., T-SQL). Examples of incompatibilities when the

target is T-SQL include setting LIMIT clauses as opposed to TOP

ones or text in double quotes, which are interpreted as string literals

in SQLite but (by default) as column names in T-SQL. In particular,

when running our internal NL2SQL solutions on a KaggleDBQA

benchmark, we observed ~6% of completions to have such incompat-

ibilities after translating the benchmark to be T-SQL specific. To this

extent, we believe continuously experimenting with language sup-

port from LLMs, detecting and potentially blocking low-resource

languages, improving LLM completions (either through training,

fine-tuning, or better prompting), and repairing LLM completions

to improve language support are interesting research directions.

Unintended effects. Letting NL2SQL generate and execute queries
at the request of user inputs can lead to database state modifica-

tion (e.g., through the generation of CRUD statements). Based on

customer feedback, this can be concerning in multiple scenarios, es-

pecially when considering the ambiguity of user intent (e.g., asking

“purge operations in the last hour” results in deleting the records in

operations table from the last hour, instead of returning records

from operationswith operations.action = ‘purge’ in the last

hour). As such, NL2SQL solutions need to likely be constrained

on what their output statement types can be (e.g., allow only SE-

LECT queries without side effects on the database) or what they

can execute (e.g., execute queries through roles with READ-only

privileges). Blocking queries by type or through role-based data-

base access, however, can be very restrictive. For instance, a data

scientist may want to use the generative power of LLMs to generate

and insert examples in a new table (to start prototyping). As such,

enabling NL2SQL solutions to avoid unintended side effects while

not limiting experiences is an interesting research direction. In this

direction, we believe existing database research and practice can

be critical. For instance, one could allow NL2SQL to execute any
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statement type but do so either within transactions that neither

commit (blocking transaction statement types like ROLLBACK, and

disabling isolation levels like READ UNCOMMITTED to avoid op-

posite effects) or using either time-travel or branching if supported

by the underlying database system.

Governance. Expanding upon the discussion on RAI above, NL2SQL
solutions must seamlessly integrate with governance platforms (e.g.,

Microsoft Purview [7] or Microsoft Fabric Governance [6]). Users of

these platforms, such as auditors or database administrators, should

be able to comprehend the inputs and outputs of NL2SQL solutions,

as well as the corresponding actions they undertake. They should

also be able to identify root causes that may involve NL2SQL actions

throughout the data estate (e.g., a reporting tool failed to update

because NL2SQL executed an ALTER statement that modified the

database schema accessed by the report), ascertain the repercus-

sions of NL2SQL actions on various elements within the enterprise

data ecosystem (e.g., datasets, processes, databases, or services),

retain the flexibility to reverse operations, and generate insightful

reports stemming from their utilization of NL2SQL solutions. At the

same time, NL2SQL solutions must adhere to policies established

within governance platforms or leverage contextual information

available in these platforms (e.g., metadata, provenance, or business

glossaries) to enhance the quality of NL2SQL interactions.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper argues that delivering enterprise-grade NL2SQL remains

a formidable and unsolved challenge. By delving into various un-

resolved issues within this domain, our objective is to stimulate

constructive discourse within our community, ultimately inspiring

further academic and industrial research on crucial topics such as

dealing with complex schemata, handling ambiguity, re-thinking

our benchmarking methodology, and ensuring responsible AI.
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